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ABSTRACT 

The benefits offered by software architectures include providing an improved understanding of high-level 
relationships amongst systems components and facilitating  in making principled decisions between alternatives. A 
vast majority of architectural decisions are focused on realising functional requirements and often ignore the non-
functional requirements (quality attributes) altogether or include them as an afterthought.  This has a negative 
impact on the overall acceptance of the software system by its intended users. Moreover, these architectures are 
specified using diagrammatic notations such as boxes and lines as connectors between them. As a result, such semi-
formal representations lack precision in their definitions and may lead to misinterpretations of the architecture 
resulting in errors being introduced at later stages of development. Although several Architectural Description 
Languages (ADLs) exist for the formalisation of systems architectures, few are designed for formalising non-
functional requirements. Since ADLs concentrate on component-level representations and not on the system as a 
whole, their support of non-functional requirements is limited. Additionally, as each ADL normally supports one 
quality attribute, multiple ADLs are required to cater for various quality attributes. This articles aims to address the 
challenges of inadequacies of specifying quality attributes in software systems in a manner that is both formal and 
applicable to a wider range of quality attributes. To achieve this goal, this paper  present a process model that 
assists in formalising the non-functional requirements of a service-based software system and eliminates the need 
for multiple ADLs. It  demonstrates the practicability of the proposed model by applying it to one quality attribute, 
namely “availability”, using the general purpose Z specification language.  

Keywords: Architectural description language, availability, formal specification, non-functional 
requirements, quality attributes, UML modelling, Web services, Z 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Satisfying the users’ requirements is arguably the main objective of a software system. This often entails making 
careful architectural decisions. While a vast majority of architectural decisions are focused on realising the 
functional requirements, the non-functional requirements (NFRs) are often neglected until the end of the 
development cycle, or are ignored altogether. Reasons cited for this are that they are hard to define and represent 
precisely [1, 2]. Amongst the benefits offered by software architectures include – encourage understanding of high-
level relationships amongst systems components; facilitate making principled choices amongst design alternatives; 
and promote analysis and description of high-level properties of the system. However, they are often specified 
informally or semi formally using notations such as boxes and lines as connectors between them [3]. The usefulness 
of such semi-formal representations is limited due to its lack of precise definitions. These imprecisions may lead to 
misinterpretations of the architecture resulting in errors being introduced at later stages of software development. 
The ADLs aim to overcome these limitations [4, 5].  
 
In essence, ADLs provide for a precise notation with a well-defined semantics for describing software architectures 
represented in terms of components, connectors and their configurations [4, 3]. ADLs support architectural 
visualisation and model structure and behaviour of software systems. Additionally, ADLs may also be used during a 
system’s analysis and validation stages [6]. Since, ADLs concentrate on component-level representations and not on 
the systems architecture as a whole, their support of non-functional requirements – which are global constraints that 
must be satisfied by the whole system – are limited [7]. This point serves as the impetus for this paper. 
 
The purpose of this research is to fill this gap left by ADLs in specifying formally the quality attributes beyond 
component level. We achieve this by proposing a process model for specifying formally non-functional 
requirements of software systems. As the proposed approach is not confined to just component levels, it is suitable 
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for formalising quality attribute goals spanning the whole system. The formalisation of the quality attributes are 
important as it subsequently leads to reduction in the cost of correcting errors arising from imprecision inherent in 
specifications written in an informal or a semi-formal notation. In addition, formalisms can enable the benefits of 
formal reasoning about the system before its actual implementation. 
     
2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
Several ADLs have been proposed, each with their unique characteristics and capabilities in support of certain 
architectural facets and following a particular approach to the specification and evaluation of an architecture. 
Examples of well-known ADLs include C2 [8], Darwin [9], MetaH [10], Rapide [11], and Wright [12]. However, 
for a comprehensive analysis of quality attributes, multiple ADLs are required as each ADL normally analyses only 
one attribute [13, 3]. Additionally, ADLs focus on component-level representations and not on the system as a 
whole. Therefore, their support for non-functional requirements, i.e. constraints that must be satisfied by the whole 
system, are inadequate [7].  

As mentioned earlier, several benefits may be derived by using a specific ADL, however constraints such as being 
applicable to only a particular operational domain or only being suitable for a particular analysis techniques (e.g. 
testing, model and consistence checking) have contributed to their slow adoption by practitioners [14]. A further 
factor contributing to the slow adoption of ADLs in practice is the lack of understanding of  the benefits of 
formalism offered by the use of ADLs. In contrast, the Unified Modelling Language (UML) has become the de facto 
standard for modelling system architectures. Being suitable to a wide range of operational domains, the UML is 
often seen as a successor to the existing ADLs [15-17]. 
 
The UML makes use of the Object-oriented paradigm for visualising, specifying, constructing and documenting the 
artefacts of software systems [18]. The UML is defined in terms of its meta-models, consisting of an abstract syntax 
in a UML class diagram, a static semantics in the Object-Constraint Language (OCL), and a dynamic semantics, 
mainly in English [19, 20].  Although the UML utilises numerous diagrams to model a software system, they are 
mostly focused at modelling the functional aspects and do not provide for a standardised way to model non-
functional requirements [21]. The non-functional requirements are incorporated into the UML model by means of 
extensions such as constraints, tagged values, and stereotypes [22, 23]. Despite the fact that the graphical notations 
of UML render the analysis and the design of systems easier, the models suffer from a weak semantics for some of 
its key concepts, such as associations, and specialisation – thereby making it difficult to establish the accuracy and 
completeness of its artefacts [24, 25]. The OCL is an attempt to formalise the semantics of a UML specification. 
Although OCL borrows some basic notations from mathematical set theory and logic, it is predominantly a textual 
language and therefore lacks a complete formal semantics [26, 27]. Therefore, the OCL might not give the same 
advantage, such as rigor in their reasoning and proofs which several ADLs offer. 

In summary, the ADLs allow for a formal treatment of system architecture but are limited to a particular 
architectural style and operational domain, whereas the UML supports multiple architectural views and is suitable 
for modelling in a wide range of application domains. However, both prove inadequate in specifying quality 
attributes of software systems in a formal manner that could be used in a wide range of application domains.  In 
essence, what is required is more formalism for a wider range of operational domains. This is what our work aims to 
achieve. In our proposed process model, the wide range of operational domains that it can be applied to is achieved 
by using UML and the formalism is enhanced by making use of Z notations. We use Z since it has a proven track 
record for the formal specification of systems. It provides for precision, clarity and rigour.  The behavioural and 
structural aspects of the system is captured using UML constructs and thereafter mapped on to Z notations to realise 
the formalism. 

Z [28, 29] is a well-known notation used in formaly specifying software. Z is based on first-order logic and a 
strongly typed fragment of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory [30, 31]. Its extensible toolkit of mathematical notations 
together with its schema notation for specifying structures in the system, and for structuring the specification itself 
has enabled it to be used in specifying various types of systems [32, 33]. For instance, Z has been successfully 
deployed in several application domains including safety critical systems, security systems, and other general 
purpose systems. The use of mathematical notation for specifying a system offers benefits such as precision, clarity 
and rigor in its reasoning and proofs, leading to the early detection of problems in the systems requirements [34]. 
Since our work falls in the domain of software specification and owing to its simplicity, we use Z instead of more 
comprehensive development environments like Event-B/Rodin [35].  
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3.0 RELATED WORK 
 
A review of related literature suggests there is a notably lack of support for incorporating non-functional 
requirements into software systems. Some researchers such as Vestal [10] and Shaw et al., [36] have incorporated 
support for NFRs into ADLs. However their support is limited to a few NFRs. For example, MetaH provides 
support for scheduleability, reliability and security whereas UniCon is limited to modelling scheduleability only [4]. 
Other researchers such as Khaled et al.,[37] have addressed this problem by proposing an extension to the Wright 
ADL. Another approach that is independent of a particular ADL is as proposed in NoFun [38] and Process NFL 
[39]. In NoFun the authors have developed an ad-hoc notation for describing components and connectors.  Whereas, 
ProcessNFL is a language designed to consider specific Non-functional characteristics like the correlations and 
conflicts. However, both languages lack the precision in their semantics to support formal reasoning. Modeling QoS 
in service-based software system specifically have been addressed by researchers such as Ying et al.,[40] and Wang 
et al.,[41]. However, their work concentrated on modelling selection and composition issues respectively. Ran [42] 
have focused on the discoverability issues of Web services. To the best of our knowledge, our model is novel in the 
sense that it is neither confined to any particular quality attribute nor does it require knowledge of various ADL 
extensions.  We achieve this generality by making use of UML, a general-purpose modelling language, and Z, a 
general purpose formal notation. 

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section 4, we present the Process Model for the Formalisation of 
Non-functional Requirements (PMForNR) of Service based software systems. The PMForNR model as applied to 
the non-functional requirement “availability” is exemplified in Section 5. The formal specification is developed 
using the Z’s Established Strategy as presented in Potter et al., [43]. Our main contributions and directions for future 
work appear in Section 6. 

 
4.0 THE PROCESS MODEL FOR THE FORMALISATION OF NON-FUNCTIONAL 

REQUIREMENTS 
 
In the domain of software engineering, a process model is an interconnected sequence of activities, transformations 
and events that represent strategies for accomplishing software development [44]. It acts as a template for the 
creation of other instances of a process of the same type categorised together into a model.  In this article we have 
used “availability” as an instance of the quality attribute on which our proposed PMForNR process model has been 
exemplified; it can be used for the formalisation of other quality attributes as well. The main building blocks of 
PMForNR process model are shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 
 

Fig.1.  The PMForNR process model 
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The PMForNR process of formalising a non-functional requirement specified in a natural language is described 
below (refer Fig. 1):  

 Step 1: A non-functional requirement of the system is specified in a natural language. 
 

 Step 2: A conceptual architecture representing entities that support the non-functional requirement in 
question, is identified. These entities could be platform independent technologies, paradigms, and 
mechanisms that support the non-functional requirements. We view a conceptual architecture essentially as 
a block diagram representing the entities in a visual language. 
 

 Step 3: A systems architecture depicting the structure and the interactions of the entities of the conceptual 
architecture is developed. In essence, the systems architecture models the structure and the behaviour of the 
entities in the conceptual architecture in support of the non-functional requirement. 
 

 Step 4:  Meta-models of the structure and the behaviour of the entities of the system architecture are 
defined. We have used UML diagrams for this purpose. The resulting UML artefacts are semi-formal 
representations of the non-functional requirements specification.  
 

 Step 5: The semi-formal meta-models are subsequently mapped to a formal representation. We make use of 
the method described in Shroff and France [45] to map the UML representations to Z.  

 

In the following section, we demonstrate the feasibility of PMForNR in formalising the non-functional 
requirements. We select “availability” for this purpose, since support for this non-functional requirement has the 
potential of extending the domain of applications where Web services could be used. For example, applications that 
require Web services to be readily available include those belonging to Web service co-ordination infrastructures 
and those belonging to mission-critical systems, such as air traffic control systems.  

5.0 THE “AVAILABILITY” CASE STUDY  

Following the steps defined in Section 4, the first step requires that a natural language representation of the non-
functional requirements be specified. The availability of a Web service may be defined as the proportion of time that 
a service is in a functioning condition [46]. It should be noted that non-functional requirements can rarely be said to 
be absolutely satisfied. Their implementation is considered to be satisfied only if it is within acceptable limits [47]. 
As an example, depending on the requirements specification, it would not be unreasonable to say that a service is 
considered to be available if its availability is approximately 99%. 

5.1 The Conceptual Architecture 

Step 2 in the PMForNR requires the identification of entities that can augment the non-functional requirements. 
These can be seen as technical components that support quality attributes (in this case, availability). An important 
factor impacting on the availability of Web services is the availability of the infrastructure required to access the 
Web service. We make use of the Cloud. A cyber infrastructure, such as the Cloud, is not in a position to provide 
quality assurance on its own but requires supporting entities such as human beings or (software) agents to act in a 
suitable manner. The use of Agent technology in conjunction with the Cloud is utilised to augment the availability 
of the service-based applications. Fundamentally, the Cloud provides appropriate supporting protocols and 
mechanisms to facilitate optimal functioning of the cyber component and the agent paradigm makes provision for 
robustness and fault tolerance of the interactions. Other important components of the conceptual model in support of 
“availability” are the security of its entities and the messages sent between the entities to achieve the required 
functionalities. Trust relationships between the communicating parties are vital for supporting the availability of 
services in service-based applications and therefore form part of our conceptual architecture. Although, the above-
mentioned entities play a crucial role in supporting the availability requirement of the services, the availability of the 
Web service function itself is supported by using communities of Web services. A community in the context of Web 
services may be defined as a collection of Web services that perform similar functions [48]. Once a Web service in a 
community is unavailable for a particular request, it is replaced by another from that community, thus improving the 
availability of the Web service. Fig. 2 represents a conceptual architecture for augmenting the availability of service-
based applications. 
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Fig. 2.  The Conceptual architecture for augmenting availability 

The entities in the conceptual architecture and their interactions are detailed in the Systems architecture presented in 
Section 5.2. The next step in the formalisation of the non-functional requirement using the model is to establish the 
systems architecture. 

5.2 Systems Architecture 

In our systems architecture, the support for availability of Web services-based applications is approached from two 
directions. On the one hand, infrastructural support for messages transmission between the requester and the 
provider is considered. The main reason for considering this factor is that even though a Web service may be in a 
position to process a client’s request, it would be of little use if the request itself was delayed or could not reach the 
Web service. As the Web services are located on different hosts distributed widely across the Internet, promoting the 
“reachability” of these Web services amounts to an improvement in the infrastructure facilities, i.e. in the 
connectivity between these hosts, and the hardware/middleware on which these Web services are positioned and 
operate. To enhance the reachability of Web services, our systems architecture makes use of virtualisation 
techniques in conjunction with the idea of community-cloud. Virtualisation ensures improved infrastructural and 
middleware availability [49], whereas, the community-cloud allows for an improved utilisation of underutilised 
resources in the community. It must be noted that the members of a community-cloud are predominantly those 
forming the Web services community, and those interested in providing infrastructural and/or middleware support, 
i.e. offering Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) [49, 50]. Fig. 3 shows the link 
between the Community of Web services and the community-cloud supported by the virtualisation of the physical 
resources in our PMForNR. 

  

Fig. 3. A layered view of the PMForNR systems architecture 
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The second aspect in the approach to augmenting the availability of the Web services is with respect to the 
improvement is the “readiness” to process the request from a client. This is influenced by mechanisms for enhancing 
the possibility of finding the Web service in a state such that it can act on the request immediately. An enhancement 
to the readiness of a Web service to process a request from a client is achieved by increasing the amount of time the 
Web service spends in a state that will enable it to respond to an incoming request without having to wait for 
completing a previous request or for particular resources. This can be achieved by pre-processing the requests before 
they are handed over to the Web services. Examples of pre-processing activates that could be performed on 
incoming messages are scheduling and assigning of priorities, aimed at reducing the response time and improving 
on the throughput rate. In PMForNF systems architecture, the responsibilities of pre-processing are assigned to 
stationary agents.  In certain extreme cases, a Web service may be in a state from which it cannot recover on its own 
due to major problems caused by one or more external entities, or due to some internal problems. In situations such 
as these, where a Web service does not respond at all, or is very slow in responding, the PMForNR system 
architecture relies on the communities of Web services to provide a replacement Web service.  

Although it has been argued that an improvement in the “reachability” of the services and their “readiness” to 
respond to requests from clients can improve the overall availability of a Web service-based application; they are of 
little use if a Web service does not react to the requests owing to a lack of trust between the clients and the Web 
service. Issues related to security and trust in the context of agents and Web services are important concepts and 
hence form an integral part of our systems architecture. The systems architecture is depicted in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4.  Systems architecture in support of availability [51] 
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The Coordinator Agent (CA): A key responsibility of CA is to create communities of Web services. The 
community members, though separated geographically, are brought together in a list containing their Uniform 
Resource Identifiers (URIs). For all practical purposes, each list represents a community and are managed by a 
Community Management Agent (CMA). The CMAs are clones of CA. The CA is also tasked with scrutinising and 
decomposing incoming requests such that each unit of request can be satisfied by a particular community. In 
addition, the CA is also responsible for collecting and prioritising all the messages that the CMAs bring with them 
on their return from the various communities.  

Community Manager Agents (CMAs): After a CMA is created it migrates with a copy of the list (which acts as a 
local registry of the community) to a host that is strategically placed within the community. Upon arriving at its 
selected destination, the CMA creates Task Performing Agents (TPAs). TPAs are clones of the CMA responsible for 
interacting with stationary agents in order to invoke services offered by the Web service. The stationary agents act 
as proxies for the Web services. On completion of the tasks at the Web server, TPAs return to the host where they 
were created and deliver the results to the CMA. The CMA collects the results from the TPA and delivers it to the 
CA. The results are assembled by the CA (if multiple communities were involved) and returned to the client. The 
sequence of interactions between the various components of the systems architecture is depicted in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Interaction sequence amongst the community entities [51]. 
 

For agents and Web services to function effectively, they make use of various kinds of resources owned by different 
providers. The CMAs, in conjunction with the stationary agents (SAs), are also responsible for maintaining an 
account of the resources used in performing a task and the providers of those resources. Such information is useful 
in making payments to the resource providers; encouraging them to provide high QoS; and serving as a means to 
attract other service providers to the community.   

Stationary Agent (SA): On arrival at the Web services host, the TPA is placed in a secure environment to prevent it 
from executing any security attack against the host or other entities on the host. The SA then performs a credential 
check on the agent, in order to establish its trustworthiness. Besides dealing with the security and trust issues, the 
stationary agent is responsible for managing the resources that may be required by the Web services. 

The next step in the PMForNR is the creation of meta-models, presented in Section 5.3. These meta-models are 
UML artefacts modelling the structure and behaviour of the entities represented in the systems architecture. These 
UML models are essentially a semi-formal representation of the systems architecture.  
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5.3. The UML Models 

As mentioned in Section 5.1, the main components of the Conceptual architecture are the Community Cloud, the 
Web service community, the Agent system, the Gateway, and the Security and Trust subsystem. The Community 
Cloud provides the hardware platform on which the Web services and the agents operate; the Web services 
community caters for the functional requirements, and the Gateway enables the ACL-SOAP-ACL conversions. The 
Security and Trust system enhances confidence in the communicating parties. The Agent system fulfilled a very 
important function in this architecture – it caters for the non-functional requirements by making use of certain 
attributes of the Community Cloud and the Security and Trust system.  

The static view of the agent system represented by a Class diagram is depicted in Fig. 6. Agent is declared as an 
abstract class and Community Management Agent and Coordinator Agent are specialisations of this (Agent) class. 
Coordinator Agent creates the Community Management Agent which in turn creates the Task Performing Agents. 
The Task Performing Agents migrate to the Stationary Agents that are co-located with the Web services. The 
communication between the Stationary Agent and the Web services takes place via the Gateway.  

 

Fig. 6.  A Class diagram of the PMForNR systems architecture (Synthesised by the authors) 

The behaviour of the Agent system is depicted in Fig. 7. The Coordinator Agent monitors the Universal Description, 
Discovery and Integration (UDDI) or other similar structures for relevant Web services. It then creates the 
Communities of Web services by collecting relevant information from the UDDI. The Coordinator Agent then 
creates the Community Management Agent and provides details of the Web services in that community. The 
Community Management Agent thereafter creates the Task Performing Agent and provides information to enable it 
to migrate and interact with the Stationary Agent which is co-located with the Web services. On successful 
completion of the task, the agents migrate back and present the relevant information to their creators.    
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Fig. 7.  Sequence diagram of agent interactions in the PMForNR systems architecture (Synthesised by the authors) 

The final step in modelling the non-functional requirements is to map the meta-models of the meta-architecture to a 
formal notation. In Section 5.4, we present the formal specification using Z. It must be noted that although the 
formal specification could be presented in greater depth, the focus of this work is to instead demonstrate the 
feasibility of such a model. Hence the specification is conceptual. 

5.4 Formal Specification 

In the PMForNR systems architecture, presented in Section 5.2, both the mobile and the stationary constructs are 
modelled as specialisations of an agent.  In its basic form, an agent has a unique identity, is created at a particular 
host and is created to perform a certain task on behalf of its user. To complete its task, the mobile agent follows an 
itinerary and it may require the use of certain resources at a particular host. The host on which it is created is 
designated as the agent’s home. The agent’s itinerary may be predefined, or may be created and updated as the agent 
migrates. In the PMForNR systems architecture, the CMAs follow a predefined itinerary (to migrate from the CA to 
a host in the Web service community) and the TPAs create their itinerary dynamically. 

In the following sub-sections we highlight the steps in formalising the PMForNR systems architecture by following 
the Established Strategy for presenting a Z specification [43]. A more comprehensive specification appears in Lall et 
al.,[46].  

5.4.1 Given Sets and Global Variables 

It is customary in Z to first define the basic types of the specification. In our specification IDENTITY represents all 
possible mobile and stationary agents; NODE is a set of all nodes in the system, while RESOURCE is the set of all 
resources that may be needed for the execution of the agents and the Web services. TASK represents the set of all 
tasks that may need to be performed by the agent system and the Web services, while REPORT is the set of all 
messages that may be returned to the user of the system.  RESULT is the outcome of all tasks assigned to each Web 
service community. Subsequently the basic types are:  

[IDENTITY, NODE, RESOURCE, TASK, RESULT, REPORT] 

BOOLEAN ::= true |  false 

In the following Axiomatic definition, the host on which entities such as mobile agent, stationary agent or the Web 
service are located, has a number of resources that needs to be available (resAvail) for these entities to perform their 
allocated tasks. 

resources, resAvail : ℙ RESOURCE 

identities : ℙ IDENTITY 

userTasks : ℙ TASK 
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The following functions are defined – createMAChild, createSAChild, authorisedAccess and trusted. The 
createMAChild and createSAChild are functions from an agent to either a mobile or a stationary agent created by 
that agent. These functions are partial as not all agents are required to create a child (mobile or stationary) agent. 
When a mobile agent arrives at the Web services host, the stationary agent representing the Web services, needs to 
know whether the mobile agent can be allowed access to the services available at that host. Similarly, the mobile 
agent visiting a Web service host needs to establish if the stationary agent at that host can be trusted.  The functions 
trusted and authorisedAccess provide the answers. Schemas for Mobile_Agent and Stationary_Agent are defined 
later in this article. 

createMAChild : Agent ⤔ Mobile_Agent 
createSAChild : Agent ⤔ Stationary_Agent 
trusted : Mobile_Agent ⇸ BOOLEAN 
authorisedAccess : Mobile_Agent × Stationary_Agent ⇸ BOOLEAN 
 

The functions createMAChild and createSAChild are partial injective functions as no mobile or stationary agent can 
have more than one agent as parent and not all agents create child agents. 

Example 1  

Suppose m1 and m2 are mobile agents and s1 and s2 are stationary agents, then authorisedAccess(m1, s1) ↦ true if 
m1 has been authorised to access s1 and  authorisedAccess(m2, s2) ↦ false if m2 does not have access to s2. 
 
The state a Web service can be in at any particular moment in time is comparable to the states in the life-cycle of a 
thread in an Operating system, and is defined by the free type STATUS. The four states – idle, busy, blocked, and  
crashed are mutually exclusive, i.e. a Web service can only be in one state at any given time (to avoid ambiguity 
with the state space of a Web service, we refer to a state as status in the Z specification below). A more detailed 
discussion on the states of a Web service is presented in Lall et al., [46].  

STATUS ::= idle | busy | blocked | crashed 

The function createdOn allows any agent to discover the unique node where a particular agent was created. This is 
useful for determining the extent to which an agent may be trusted. 

createdOn :  IDENTITY ⇸ NODE 

 

Following the principle of maximising communication with the users [52], a large set of responses may be generated 
by the various operations: 

REPORT ::= Creator_of_the_mobile_agent | Allow_access_to_Web_service |  
  Web_Service_added_to_community | Agent_already_at_destination |    
  Web_Service_removed_from_community |  
  Agent_migrated_to_new_home | Agent_identity_already_exists |  
  Stationary_agent_created_sucessfully | 
   Webservice_does_not_perform_similar_tasks | 
   Web_service_not_part_of_the_Community | 
   Parent_of_the_agent_does_not_exist | 
  Web_service_already_part_of_the_Community |  
  Mobile_agent_created_sucessfully  

 

5.4.2 Abstract State Space 

An agent is modelled as having an identity (agentID) and a home where it is created. Additionally, it is created to 
perform a set of tasks for which it requires access to certain resources at a particular host, denoted by 
accessResource.  
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 Agent  
agentID : IDENTITY 
home : NODE 
tasks : ℙ TASK 
accessResource : NODE ⇸ ℙ RESOURCE 

 

agentID ∈ identities 
home = createdOn agentID 
home ∈ dom accessResource 
tasks ⊆ userTasks 
accessResource home ⊆  resources  
 

Given a particular agentID, createdOn returns the node on which the particular agent was created (i.e. gives the 
home of the agent). This information is useful in establishing trust amongst the agents in a system. For example, 
knowledge of where a particular agent was created may give an indication of who created that agent, and if such 
agent is trusted then all agents created at that particular host may also be trusted. Agents are created for meeting 
certain user requirements, hence the tasks the agent is assigned are part of userTasks. At its home node, an agent has 
access to all the resources available at that host.  

A mobile agent is modelled as an agent that has the ability to migrate to different nodes (hosts), whereas, a 
stationary agent has no such ability. For the purpose of this research, no distinction is made between an agent and a 
stationary agent.   

 Mobile_Agent  
 Agent 
agentItinerary : seq NODE 

 

# (agentItinerary) = # (ran agentItinerary) 

 

For the migration of a mobile agent, the agent can follow a predefined itinerary made up of nodes or construct one 
as it migrates from one node to another. In the PMForNR systems architecture, an agent is given an itinerary when it 
is created, and it can visit a node more than once on the same journey. An agent itinerary gives an indication of 
where the agent was created (by determining the itinerary head), and where it has been. The number of elements in 
the mobile agent’s itinerary is equal to the number of nodes the agent has visited. This information is useful in 
establishing a trust level for the agent. Besides having specific tasks, a stationary agent may be modelled to be the 
same as an agent.  

Stationary_Agent  ≙  Agent 

 
The abstract state of a Web service is given by the schema Webservice. The state in which a Web service can be is 
represented by the variable status and can either be idle, busy, blocked, or crashed. The set of resources that may be 
required by the Web service to perform its task is represented by resReq, while resAssign represents the resources 
assigned to the Web service at any time while executing a task. A resource cannot be requested and assigned at the 
same time. Similarly, a resource cannot be simultaneously assigned and available. Component resNeeded represents 
the generic set of resources needed for each task which the Web service has been designed for.  

 Webservice  
Id : IDENTITY 
status : STATUS 
tasks : ℙ TASK 
resWaitingFor, resAssign : ℙ RESOURCE 
resNeeded : TASK ⇸ ℙ RESOURCE 

 

tasks = dom resNeeded 
resAssign ∩ resAvail = ∅ 
resWaitingFor ∪ resAssign ⊆ ⋃ (ran resNeeded) 
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A community of Web services is seen as a collection of Web services that perform similar tasks. Furthermore, there 
must be at least two Web services that perform similar tasks in the community. A Web service community may by 
modelled by the following schema: 

 WSCommunity  
communityMembers : ℙ Webservice 
wsCommunityTask : ℙ TASK 
numberOfMembers : ℕ1 

 

numberOfMembers ≥ 2 
∀ ws : Webservice ⦁   
 ws ∈ communityMembers  ⇒  ws.tasks = wsCommunityTask 
 

5.4.3 Initial States 

The Init_Agent schema, the Init_Mobile_Agent schema, and the Init_Stationary_Agent schema define the initial 
states of the Agent schema, Mobile_Agent schema and the Stationary_Agent schema, respectively. The Init_Agent 
schema indicates that initially, when an agent is created, the system assigns it an identity and a home. Additionally, 
it has no task or resources assigned to it. The Init_Mobile_Agent schema specifies that initially a mobile agent has 
no tasks allocated, cannot access any resources on the host, and does not have any migration plans assigned to it. 
Similarly, the Init_Stationary_Agent schema specifies that the stationary agent cannot perform any task or access 
any resource on its home node.  

 Init_Agent  
Agent′ 
id! : IDENTITY 
h! : NODE 

 

agentID′ = id! 
home′ = h! 
tasks′ = ∅ 
accessResource′ = ∅ 
 

Similarly, Init_Mobile_Agent and Init_Stationary_Agent may be represented by the following schemas: 

 Init_Mobile_Agent  
Mobile_Agent′ 
 

agentItinerary′ = ⟨  ⟩ 
 

Init_Stationary_Agent  ≙  Init_Agent 

5.4.4 A Proof Obligation  
 

The next step is to show that Init_Agent, Init_Mobile_Agent and Init_Stationary_Agent can be realised. This requires 
us to show that the variables agentID′, tasks′, accessResource′ and agentItinerary′ are each of the type indicated and 
the predicates of Agent, Mobile_Agent and Stationary_Agent still hold given the added restrictions agentID′ = id! ∧ 
home′ = h! ∧ tasks′ = ∅ ∧ accessResource′ = ∅ ∧ agentItinerary′ = ⟨ ⟩.  Generically these are stated as the 
initialisation theorem which reduces to three proof obligations: 
 

⊢ ∃ Agent′ ⦁ Init_Agent        (1) 
 ⊢ ∃ Stationary_Agent′ ⦁ Init_Stationary_Agent     (2) 
 ⊢ ∃ Mobile_Agent′ ⦁ Init_Mobile_Agent       (3) 
Proof 

A proof of (1) follows: 
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 Given the predicate agentID = id! ∧ home′ = h! ∧ tasks′ = ∅ ∧ accessResource′ = ∅, it is required to show 
that agentID ∈ IDENTITY ∧ home′ ∈ NODE ∧ tasks′ ∈ ℙ TASK ∧ accessResource′ ∈ NODE ⇸ ℙ 
RESOURCE. The proof is quite apparent, since id! is an element of IDENTITY, h! is an element of NODE,  
∅ is an element of ℙ TASK and ∅ is an element of NODE ⇸ ℙ RESOURCE.  
 

 Since components agentID′ and home′ are of type IDENTITY and NODE respectively and tasks′, and 
accessResource′ are empty, all four predicates in Init_Agent hold.  
 

As Agent and Stationary_Agent are represented by the same schema, the above proofs also serve as proof of (2).  

 
The proof for (3) is obtained by proving that agentItinerary′ ∈ seq NODE, given agentIninerary′ = ⟨ ⟩. The proof is 
quite apparent, since ⟨ ⟩ is an element of seq NODE.  

 Since agentItinerary′ is empty, the predicate agentItinerary′ = ⟨ ⟩ in schema Init_Mobile_Agent holds.  
 

5.4.5 Partial System Operations 

Referring to the sequence diagram in Fig. 7, the main operations that can be identified are create Communities, 
create clones of agents (or create child agents), migrate to, migrate back, assemble results, and interact with Web 
services (represented by Web service interface agents). The PMForNR makes extensive use of clones/child agents. 
A child agent assists in performing tasks (or subtasks) in parallel, on behalf of its creator. For example, the CMA 
may create child agents (TPAs) to perform tasks on various nodes in the community. Another example where child 
agents are useful in our systems architecture is when a CA creates multiple CAs to take up its responsibilities in an 
event when it becomes unavailable (due to security attacks carried out on it). Therefore, the operations to create 
child agents have a direct influence on the design of the PMForNR systems architecture. Similarly, the ability of 
agents to migrate closer to the Web service and negotiate on behalf of its users also promotes support for 
availability.  It should be noted that both the mobile agents and the stationary agents are capable of creating child 
agents. 

Creating child agents is represented by schemas CreateMAChildAgent and CreateSAChildAgent specified next.  

 CreateMAChildAgent  
childAgent : Mobile_Agent 
childIdentity! : IDENTITY 
childTasks? : ℙ TASK 
childItinerary! : seq NODE  
report! : REPORT 

 

∀ a : Agent ⦁  ( CreateMAChild a = childAgent ∧  
 childAgent. home = head childItinerary! ⇒ 
 childTasks? ⊆ a.tasks)    
childAgent.agentID = childIdentity! 
∀ ca1, ca2: childAgent ⦁ (ca1.agentID = ca2.agentID ⇒ca1 = ca2) 
childAgent.accessResource (childAgent.home) ⊆  resources 
childAgent.agentItinerary = childItinerary!  
report! = Mobile_agent_created_sucessfully 
 

Once a child mobile agent is created it is assigned a unique system generated identity, allocated a task/subtask, and 
its home is set to the node on which it is created. In addition, the child agent needs resources to perform its tasks; 
hence the home node must have the resources to support such tasks. An appropriate itinerary is assigned to the child 
mobile agent. A message indicating the successful creation of a child agent is generated.   
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 CreateSAChildAgent  
childAgent : Stationary_Agent 
childIdentity! : IDENTITY 
childTasks? : ℙ TASK 
report! : REPORT 

 

∀ a : Agent ⦁  ( CreateSAChild a = childAgent ∧  
 childAgent. home = createdOn a.agentID ⇒ 
 childTasks? ⊆ a.tasks)    
childAgent.agentID = childIdentity! 
∀ ca1, ca2: childAgent ⦁ (ca1.agentID = ca2.agentID ⇒ca1 = ca2) 
childAgent.accessResource (childAgent.home) ⊆  resources 
report! = Stationary_agent_created_sucessfully 
 

Note that CreateSAChildAgent is similar to CreateMAChildAgent, except that a stationary agent has no itinerary 
defined. The agent migration (see Fig. 7) is represented by the operations MigrateTo() and MigrateBack(). The 
difference between the two operations is that in MigrateBack(), the node that the agent wishes to migrate to has been 
visited by that agent before. In MigrateTo(), the node to be visited, by a particular agent,  has not been visited 
earlier. Thus, MigrateBack() is seen as a special case of MigrateTo(). Besides this, there is no difference between the 
two operations and therefore only the MigrateTo() operation that is modelled by the schema MigrateTo is shown. 
Upon migration, the new node (newHome?) to be visited is added to the agent’s itinerary. The node to which the 
agent migrates must have the necessary resources available to the agent.  

 MigrateTo  
Δ Mobile_Agent 
 newHome? : NODE 
report! : REPORT 

 

agentID′ = agentID 
home = head agentItinerary 
home′ = newHome?  
agentItinerary′  =  ⟨newHome?⟩ ⁀agentItinerary 
tasks = tasks′ 
accessResource newHome?  ⊆  resources  
report! = Agent_migrated_to_new_home 
 

The addition of a Web service to a community is achieved by adding Web services that perform the same tasks as 
those required of the community. This operation is represented by the AddTo_WSCommunity schema.  For a new 
Web service to be added to a community, it must perform the same tasks as those of the community. Similarly, the 
removal of a Web service from a community is represented by the RemoveFrom_WSCommunity schema. A Web 
service may be removed if it no longer satisfies the requirements of the community. Both of these schemas specify 
appropriate user feedback.  

 AddTo_WSCommunity  
Δ WSCommunity 
ws?: Webservice 
report! : REPORT 

 

ws? ∉ communityMembers 
 (ws?.tasks = wsCommunityTask) ⇒  
 communityMembers′ = communityMembers ∪ {ws?}  
numberOfMembers′ = numberOfMembers + 1 
report! = Web_Service_added_to_community 
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 RemoveFrom_WSCommunity  
Δ WSCommunity 
ws?: Webservice 
report! : REPORT 

 

ws? ∈ communityMembers 
(ws?.tasks ≠ wsCommunityTask) ⇒  
 communityMembers′ =  communityMembers ∖ {ws?}  
numberOfMembers′ = numberOfMembers - 1 
report! = Web_Service_removed_from_community 
 

5.4.6 Enquiry Operations 
 
To allow access to certain resources at a particular node, and to address other security concerns, it may be necessary 
to establish the creators of that entity (e.g. mobile or stationary agent). This may be specified by the 
Query_ParentOfMA. This operation does not change the states of the agents. 

 Query_ParentOfMA  
Ξ Agent 
ma? : Mobile_Agent 
parent! : Agent  
report! : REPORT 

 

ma? ∈ ran CreateMAChild  
parent! =  CreateMAChild∼(ma?) 
report! = Creator_of_the_mobile_agent 
 

5.4.7  Tabulating Preconditions 

As prescribed by the Established Strategy for presenting a Z specification, we next summarise the partial operations 
together with their inputs, outputs, and their preconditions Table 1 below. 

Table 1:  Summary of partial operations of our systems architecture 

Operation Input and Output Preconditions 

CreateMAChildAgent childIdentity!: IDENTITY 
childTasks? : ℙ TASK 
childItinerary! : seq NODE 
report! : REPORT 

childTasks? ≠ ∅      
childItinerary! ≠ ⟨  ⟩  
childIdentity! ∉ identities 

CreateSAChildAgent childIdentity!: IDENTITY 
childTasks? : ℙ TASK      
report! : REPORT 

childTasks? ≠ ∅        
childIdentity! ∉ identities 

MigrateTo newHome?: NODE          
report! : REPORT 

newHome? ∉ ran agentItinerary 

AddTo_WSCommunity ws? : Webservice              
report! : REPORT 

ws? ∉ communityMembers 

RemoveFrom_WSCommunity ws? : Webservice              
report! : REPORT 

ws? ∈ communityMembers 

Query_ParentOfMA ma? : Mobile_Agent         
parent! : Agent                 
report! : REPORT 

ma? ∈ ran CreateMAChild 
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5.4.8 Error Conditions 
 

While creating child agents, it is important to make sure the agents created are unique. Subsequently, schema 
Wrong_MAChild_Creation ensures the entities do not have the same identity. The same holds for the creation of 
stationary agents.  

 Wrong_MAChild_Creation  
Ξ Mobile_Agent 
identity? : IDENTITY 
report! : REPORT   

 

∃ a: Agent ⦁ a.agentID = identity?    
 report! = Mobile_agent_identity_already_exists 

 

 

 Wrong_SAChild_Creation  
Ξ Stationary_Agent 
identity? : IDENTITY 
report! : REPORT   

 

∃ a: Agent ⦁  a.agentID  =  identity? 
 report! = Stationary_agent_identity_already_exists 
 

The node to which a mobile agent migrates must not be the same node that it is currently on. This is specified by the 
Wrong_MigrateTo.   

 Wrong_MigrateTo  
Ξ  Mobile_Agent 
newHome? : NODE 
report! : REPORT 

 

newHome? = head agentItinerary 
report! = Agent_already_at_destination 
 

Adding a Web service that is already part of the Web service community should not be possible, hence schema 
Wrong_WS_AddTo_WSCommunity . 

 Wrong_WSAddTo_WSCommunity  
Ξ WSCommunity 
ws?: Webservice 
report! : REPORT 

 

ws? ∈ communityMembers 
report! = Web_service_already_part_of_the_Community 
 

Note that set-theoretically it is immaterial to add an already existing element to a set (e.g. adding a web service to a 
community which it already belongs to), yet in software specification it is usually an indication of some conceptual 
error in the system.  

Removing a Web service that is not part of a Web service community should also raise an error condition as 
specified in Wrong_WS_Removed_From_WSCommunity. 
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 Wrong_WS_Removed_From_WSCommunity  
Ξ WSCommunity 
ws?: Webservice 
report! : REPORT 

 

ws? ∉ communityMembers 
report! = Web_service_not_part_of_the_Community 
 

A similar situation to adding a web service already belonging to a community applies to removing a non-existent 
web service.  

The addition of a Web service to a community that does not perform the same tasks as those of the community 
should not be allowed.  

 WrongTask_WS_AddTo_WSCommunity  
Ξ WSCommunity 
ws?: Webservice 
report! : REPORT 

 

ws?.tasks ≠ wsCommunityTask 
report! = Webservice_does_not_perform_similar_tasks 
 

5.4.9 Total System Operations 

Incorporating the partial operations listed in Table 1 with their error conditions presented in Section 5.4.8 leads to 
the total (robust) operations:   

TotalCreateMAChild ≙ CreateMAChildAgent ∨ Wrong_MAChild_Creation 
TotalCreateSAChild ≙ CreateSAChildAgent ∨ Wrong_SAChild_Creation 
TotalMigrateTo ≙ MigrateTo ∨ Wrong_MigrateTo 
TotalAddToWSCommunity ≙  
     AddTo_WSCommunity ∨ Wrong_WSAddTo_WSCommunity ∨  
     WrongTask_WS_AddTo_WSCommunity 
TotalRemoveFrom_WSCommunity ≙ RemoveFrom_WSCommunity ∨  
     Wrong_WS_Removed_From_WSCommunity 
TotalQuery_ParentOfMA ≙ Query_ParentOfMA ∨ Wrong_Query_ParentOfAgent 

 

6.0  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The PMForNR process model for formalising non-functional requirements of Service-based software systems 
proves to be feasible and is independent of any particular quality attribute. This was demonstrated by selecting a 
non-functional requirement, i.e. availability and applying the PMForNR process model to it without considering the 
application domain of the software system. This process model achieves its objective of being able to formalise 
quality attributes in a manner that is not confined to a particular quality attribute as it is based on a commonly used 
general-purpose modelling language (i.e. UML) and a general-purpose formal notation (i.e. Z). The proposed 
process model augments the strengths of UML by providing a mechanism to incorporate formalisms into its semi-
formal notations. Besides providing an alternative to incorporating formalisms using ADLs, the lack of support for a 
wider range of non-functional requirements in ADLs is offset by the process presented in this work. The formalism 
of the systems architecture leads to specifications that are more precise and are therefore, more likely to lead to 
unambiguous statements during the implementation stages. The very first step in the PMForNR process model 
requires that the quality attribute be specified, though informally. This leads to an early incorporation of non-
functional properties into the development process and subsequently to  provide benefits such as less costly error 
corrections. 

There are several dimensions in which this work may be expanded. For instance, mappings between UML and other 
formal methods such as Rodin may be investigated. Augmenting existing mechanisms for the automatic generation 
of UML models from architectures ought to receive attention as well as enhancing tool support for the automatic 
generation of formal specifications from UML models.  
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